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Abstract (en)
A blind in which slats can be easily cleaned and replaced, bending of a slat is prevented, and a gap is not formed between slats when the blind is
closed. A narrow width section (22) is provided to each end of each slat (11), and recessed corners (21) are formed on both sides of the narrow
width section (22) . A stationary member (70) is attached to the narrow width section (11). A lifting cord (14) is inserted through an elongated hole
(34) in the stationary member (70), and a pair of horizontal-cord-member insertion sections (71) penetrating from the front side to the rear side of the
stationary member (70) is formed near the ends in the longitudinal direction of the elongated hole (34). A horizontal cord member (15B) of a ladder
cord (15), composed of vertical cord members (15A) and horizontal cord members (15B), is placed on the lower face side of the stationary member
(70), and opposite ends of that horizontal cord member (15B) pass through the horizontal-cord-member insertion sections (71), exit to the upper face
side of the stationary member (70), and are joined to the vertical cord members (15A).
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